
another 3 workers. Not bad for a sec-
tor that many had written off as
recently as five years ago. 

Little Price Movement
The combination of supply,

demand and cost trends just outlined
suggests the recently flat price pat-
tern will persist. And this lack of any
inflationary pressure would seem to
apply at all levels — fibers, fabrics,
more highly fabricated textile prod-
ucts and, of course, apparel. 

On the apparel front, while overall
price averages last year remained vir-
tually unchanged, some product lines
actually weakened. That’s especially
true on the retail level where men’s
and boy’s clothing slipped 2 percent
vis-á-vis a year earlier. 

Imports, of course, also have
played a major role in keeping tags
relatively stable. At last report for
example, prices of incoming ship-
ments of fabricated textile mill prod-
ucts lagged 1 percent behind a year
earlier. That may seem surprising
given the big increases in Chinese
production costs discussed earlier. 

However, the reasons behind this
restraint aren’t too hard to find. They
include: more source shifting to
Third World countries where produc-
tion costs are still lower than they are
in China; the willingness of many
foreign producers to accept lower
profits in order to hold onto busi-
ness; and the preponderance of com-
modity-type items in the import mix
— products that by nature are the
most competitive. 

Note, too, that this basically flat
price pattern, both here and abroad,
is more than just a near-term phe-
nomenon. The fact is that these
quotes have barely budged for more
than a decade. That’s a lot different
from the overall 2- to 3-percent over-
all U.S. inflation rate reported over
the same period. 

The big question, however, is how
long will this inflationless trend con-
tinue? Judging from new price pro-
jections from economic consulting
firm Englewood, Colo.-based IHS
Inc., this relatively stable trend can

be expected to last for at least
another three years. Over this period,
the firm sees both textile and apparel
inflation rates still remaining rela-
tively unchanged. 

Again, that’s considerably under
the inflation rate projected for the
entire U.S. economy. Other things
being equal, this clearly provides
consumers with continuing incen-
tives to purchase clothing and other
textile-related objects. 

Better Bottom Lines
Add these relatively stable prices

to the previously discussed demand,
supply and cost trends, and it’s easy
to see why profits have increased sig-

nificantly. Latest government num-
bers, for example, would certainly
seem to confirm these gains. Thus
domestic mills’ after-tax profits in the
third quarter 2014 — the latest data
available — were running an impres-
sive 27-percent above a year earlier. 

Domestic apparel companies,
meantime, have managed to main-
tain the higher levels reached in both
2012 and 2013. 

A similar upbeat picture is seen
for profit margins. Mill earnings per
dollar of sales in the third quarter
2014 — 6.4 percent — topped that of
a year earlier by a full percentage
point. And apparel manufacturers
managed to hold their return at a rel-
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